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Appendix - A : Definitions of the Terms 

1.0 B-H Curve 

A great deal of information can be learned about the magnetic properties of a material by 
studying its hysteresis loop. A hysteresis loop shows the relationship between the induced 
magnetic flux density (B) and the magnetizing force (H). It is often referred to as the B-H 
loop. An example hysteresis loop is shown below. 

2.0 Core Losses 

To estimate stator iron losses, we take core loss data for 14-mil, M-15 silicon steel at 400 
Hz and perform a least squares fit to a I?'curve, where B represents maximum flux 
density in the steel. For core losses at different frequencies we conservatively assume that 

f 
the losses increase proportionately with . We calculate maximum flux densities 
throughout the stator, and integrate to find total core loss: 

P o r t = j K f H B i V f d V (191 

We calculate core losses corresponding only to the fundamental component of flux 
density in the stator iron, noting that there will also be significant core losses in the stator 
and rotor due to the winding and slot harmonics. These losses are difficult to estimate 
reliably, and are therefore not included in this analysis. 

3.0 P-Material 

The magnetoresistance effect of p-type diamond films has been investigated at different 
temperature. Diamond films were grown by microwave plasma chemical vapor 
deposition. Mirror-polished p-type Si(100) was used as a substrate material. The 
experimental results show that a notable magnetoresistance effect in polycrystalline and 
heteroepitaxial semiconducting diamond films was observed. • 

The relative changes in the resistivity of the diamond films with magnetic field strongly 
depended on both boron-doped concentration in the films and geometric form of the 
samples. The effect of disk structure was greater than that of strip-type samples, also 
variation in the resistivity of heteroepitaxial diamond films was greater than that of 
polycrystalline diamond films at same magnetic field. The magnetoresistance of p-type 
diamond films was decreased with increasing both boron-doped concentration and 
temperature. The relative changes in resistance of the heteroepitaxial diamond films with 
the disk structure was increased by 0.85 at room temperature under magnetic intensity of 
5T, but only 0.40 for strip-type structure. 
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4.0 Flux Density(B) 

The amount of magnetic flux through a unit area taken perpendicular to the direction of 
the magnetic flux. Also called magnetic induction\ 

5.0 Comparator 

In electronics, a comparator is a device which compares two voltages or currents and 
switches its output to indicate which is larger. More generally, the term is also used to 
refer to a device that compares two items of data. 

A standard op-amp without negative feedback can be used as a comparator, as indicated 
in the following diagram. 

Figure Appendix A: (i) Comparator Symbol 

6.0 Loading Effect 

Large load impedance will draw a small load current and so loading of the source is 
small, (light load). A small load impedance will draw a large load current from the 
source, (heavy load). 

7.0 P.W.M Generation 

PWM, or Pulse Width Modulation, is a method of controlling the amount of power to a 
load without having to dissipate any power in the load driver. 
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Imagine a 10W light bulb load supplied from a battery. In this case the battery supplies 
10W of power, and the light bulb converts this 10W into light and heat. No power is lost 
anywhere else in the circuit. If we wanted to dim the light bulb, so it only absorbed 5W of 
power, we could place a resistor in series which absorbed 5W, then the light bulb could 
absorb the other 5W. This would work, but the power dissipated in the resistor not only 
makes it get very hot, but is wasted. The battery is still supplying 10W. 

An alternative way is to switch the light bulb on and off very quickly so that it is only on 
for half of the time. Then the average power taken by the light bulb is still only 5W, and 
the average power supplied by the battery is only supplying 5W also. If we wanted the 
bulb to take 6W, we could leave the switch on for a little longer than the time it was off, 
then a little more average power will be delivered to the bulb. 
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Appendix - B : Program Codes 

(i) A/D Conversion 

list p= 16fB76a ; list directive to define processor 

#include <pl6f876a.inc> ; processor specific variable definitions 

CONFIG CP OFF & WDT OFF & BODEN OFF & PWRTEON & 

XT OSC & WRT OFF & LVP ON & CPD OFF 

org 0x00 

goto ad_settings 

adsettings 

banksel trisc 

clrf trisc ;port C output 

banksel portc 

clrf portc ;set the port C as ops(LEDs) 

banksel adconO 

movlw b'01000001' ;fosc/8,A/D enable 

movwf adconO 

banksel adconl 

movlw b'00001110'; left justify, 1 analogue channel,Vdd & Vss reference 

movwf adconl 

banksel intcon 

movlw b'00100000' ;only tmrO interrupts are enable 

movwf intcon 

banksel piel 

movlw b'01000000';enable A/D interrupt 

movwf piel 

banksel optionreg 

movlw b' 10000000' ;tmr0 prescaler 1:256 
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movwf optionreg 

tmroset 

banksel 

clrf 

main 

btfss 

goto 

bcf 

bsf 

wait 

btfss 

goto 

movf 

movwf 

goto 

tmrO 

tmrO 

intcon,tOif 

main 

intcon,tOif 

adconO,go ; start A/D conversion 

pirl,adif ;wait for A/D conversion to complete 

wait 

adresh,w 

portc 

tmro set 

end 

fii) PWM Operation 

list p=16fB76a ; list directive to define processor 

#include <p 16f876a.inc> ; processor specific variable definitions 

__CONFIG _CP_OFF & _WDT_OFF & BODENOFF & PWRTE ON & X T O S C 

& WRT OFF & LVP ON & CPD OFF 

org 0x000 

goto ad_settings 

org 0x004 

retfie 
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adconO 

b'01000001';fosc/8,AD module is on 

adconO 

adconl 

b'00001110' ;left justify, 1 analogue channel,Vdd & Vss reference 

adconl 

trisa 

trisa,0 

adsettings 

;ad configure 

banksel 

movlw 

movwf 

;ad settings 

banksel 

movlw 

movwf 

;port A as an input 

banksel 

bsf 

;tmr0 interruptsettings 

banksel intcon 

movlw b'00100000' ;only tmrO interrupts are enable & clear tmrO flag 

movwf intcon 

;ad interrupt & PWM matching interrupt 

banksel piel 

movlw b'01000010' ;enable A/D interrupt 

movwf piel 

;tmr0 features settings 

banksel option_reg 

movlw b' 10000000' ;tmr0 prescaler 1:256 

movwf optionreg 

pwm_settings 

;select/config PWM mode 

banksel ccplcon 

clrf ccplcon 

movlw 0x2c 

movwf ccplcon 

;set PWM period 
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banksel 

clrf 

movlw 

movwf 

;set DUTY period 

banksel 

clrf 

;clear ccprlh 

banksel 

clrf 

;clear tmrO flag 

banksel 

bcf 

;set portc output 

banksel 

bcf 

banksel 

bcf 

;tmr2 flag enable 

banksel 

clrf 

bsf 

banksel 

clrf 

init_ad_sampling 

tmrO_set 

bcf 

banksel 

clrf tmrO 

movlw 0x00 

pr2 

pr2 

0x7f 

pr2 

ccprll 

ccprll 

ccprlh 

ccprlh 

intcon 

intcon,2 

trisc 

trisc,2 

portc 

portc,2 

piel 

piel 

piel,l 

pirl 

pirl 

intcon,tOif 

tmrO 
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movwf tmrO 

tmrO_overflow 

btfss 

goto 

bcf 

bcf 

bsf 

intcon,tOif ;allow time to data acquisition 

tmrOoverflow 

intcon, tOif 

pirl,adif 

adconO,go ;start A/D conversion 

adconcomple te 

btfss pirl,adif ;wait for A/D conversion to complete 

goto ad_con_complete 

bcf pirl,adif 

movf adresh,w 

movwf ccpr 11 ;pass sample value to PWM duty on time 

start_tmr2 

banksel tmr2 

clrf tmr2 

bsf t2con,tmr2on 

pwm_per_complete 

btfss pirl,tmr2if 

goto pwm_per_complete 

bcf pirl,tmr2if 

goto tmrO_set 

end 
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